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THE WHITE,HOrSE

~IDENT:

March 3, 1998

The attached memo seeks your guidance on a strategy for the
regulatory refonn bill sponsored by Sens. Thompson and
Levin. The memo, which I recommend you read, is a product
of a meeting convened yesterday by Erskine. He wanted you to
see it today as a markup is scheduled for Thursday.
Background. The bill is better than the Dole bill we defeated
in the last Congress, but it still presents significant problems.
Labor, enviros and other public interest groups strongly oppose
it. The business community is strongly for it. The
Congressional politics are complicated with Senators on both
sides of the aisle lining up in ,different places. The key vote
here is Sen. Daschle's, who will likely support Levin even if all
of Daschle's changes are not in the bill.
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Options. Three are presented -- they all assume we will
oppose the bill unless our concerns are met. a lion 1.' resent
a se 0
Ig ar" ro osals that Levin and Thorn son e
un ley to accept. Satisfies labor/enviros but diminishes our
negotIating posture and may result in veto-proof bill. Option
2: present a list of fixes to address ma'or concerns. Would be
we receIve y evinlThompson and will improve bill but
may not get all we want and will be opposed by groups.
Option 3: present expanded list of fixes that go be~ond O!tion
2 but are below Option I. Giyes us more negotjaf g roo to
insist on Option 2 fixes as our bottom line.
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Daschle prefers 2 or 3. Erskine, Larry Stein, OMB, Gene and
Sally prefer 2. The ~podesta and Katie prefer 3.
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